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rotating, single-axis flash-line sequences from the Seed Crystal Seals cross over &
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pattern of "FLASH LINE SEQUENCES" , or a cycle of singular Partiki Phasing
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pattern of Partiki Flash Line Sequences, or a repeating cycle of specific ratios of

it 6 smaller Flash Line Sequences forming 6 smaller cycles of time called TIME
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distinct 3 Primary Flash Line Sequences, or Partiki Phasing Rhythms, characteristic to the 3
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points, or "Flash-line Sequences", that determine the intrinsic orientation of consciousness
within

waves with varying Flash-line Sequences, or Frequency Bands. Dimensions are Frequency
Bands, or
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porlions of the Flash-Line Sequences that make up the whole Dimensional Band. The

energy expenditure). Faster Flash-line d Sequences (higher frequency) expend more energy,
raise
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cycle of a Flash-line Sequence. ~The Universal Morphogenetic Template is built upon

of 15 Primary Flash-line Sequences that form 15- Dimensional Time Matrices within which

Bands (partial Flash-line Sequences). ~ Partiki in each Dimension have specific set
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in Partiki Phasing, Flash-line Sequences, within Dimensional Frequency Bands create
Holographic Refraction of
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Signet transmits a flash-line (Partiki Phasing Sequence) on a different axis, one

plane projection of flash-lines that form the base of the 3-dimensional Holographic
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scalar waves and flash-lines, upon which more Partiki units will cluster and crystallize

areas where the flash-lines and scalar points within the Crystal Seals of the

through each other. Flash-Lines from one Hova Body Shield crossing through those in

scheduled points of flash-line intersection, form tiny vortices of energy, which keep energy
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Phasing or "flash-lines" that run on a diagonal between the Kathara Centers.

direct the Vertical flash-line sequences and the Level-2 Crystal Seals control the

the primary Horizontal flash-lines and their relationships to the Vertical flashlines, the Diodic

the relationships of flash-line sequences through the Kathara Grid by serving as "

Vertical and Horizontal flash-lines, adding a further level of modulation to the frequencies

· lines (flash-lines projecting on 3 different angular planes) to build within

flashes along the flash-lines of Partiki Phasing) , energy builds up in the

and use primary flash-line sequences applied through touch points to realign the natural
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and one dimensionalized flash-line sequence. Each Seed Seal program corresponds to one
dimensionalized

to one dimensionalized flash-line program from one Level-1 Kathara Center. Each Seed

for one dimensionalized flash-line projection angle, or Single Axis Dimensional flash-line
sequence.

Single Axis Dimensional flash-line sequence. The Single Axis Dimensional flash-line
sequences controlled

Single Axis Dimensional flash-line sequences controlled by each Seed Crystal Seal are called
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The Single Axis flash-line sequences of the 12 Primary Axiom Lines cross over

varying angles of flash-line projection within the Axiom Lines create separate
dimensionalized bands

separate sets of flash-line sequences) within the Hova Body structure. As there are

and the Horizontal flash-lines of the Seed Crystal Seals form fixed, consolidated Diodic

the transduction of flash-line sequences from the Dimensionalized Unified Field and Diadic
Vortices

its Single Axis flash-line sequence along the angle of projection carried within its

degree shift in flash-line angle of projection from one Chakra and dimensional band

reverse shift of flash-line projection angle, which creates a 45-degree rather than

forward shift of flash-line projections angle between each Hova Body and between each



precise angles of flash-line projection and ARPS between Chakras create the perceivable 3-
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I angle of flash-line projection, which transmutes them into the angle of flash-

the angle of flash-line projection and Partiki Phasing rate of the Oimensionalized Auric

with the frequencies/ flash-line sequences of the corresponding dimension from the
Harmonic above.
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Axiom Lines, Rotating Flash-line Projection and the Human Body Each Seed crystal Seal

Axis Axiom Line flash-line projection. The flash-line sequences of each Axiom Line

line projection. The flash-line sequences of each Axiom Line are not simply stationary

line projections of flash-lines, but rather operate as rotating single-line projections. Each

rotating Single Axis flash-line projection is synchronized with the other rotating Single Axis

rotating Single Axis flash-line projections of Axiom Lines from the other Seed Crystal

of the Axiom flash-line sequences, the flash-lines of each Axiom Line regularly

line sequences, the flash-lines of each Axiom Line regularly cross through each other

vertical and horizontal flash-line sequences from the Level-1 and Level-2 Kathara

points of synchronized flash-line crossover form consistent points of intersection through
which the

consistent points of flash-line crossover can be charted in the form of fixed

of regularly scheduled flash-line intersection points, created through the synchronized
rotation of the

Single Axis Axiom flash-line sequences. Axiom A Lines- "Axi·A·

of Axiom Line flash-line crossover that form fixed lines of energy within the

of scalar-point flash-line sequences, circulates through the morphogenetic field . The fixed

. The fixed flash-line crossover points that form the charted Axi·A
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Vertical Kathara Line Flash-Line Sequence. The Central Vertical Kathara Line, which appears
as

thin Silver-gold flash-line energy running from the 14th Chakra (36" above

rotating single axis flash-lines of Axi-A-Tonal Lines 11 and 12 spiral

thin Silver-Gold flash-line of the Central Vertical Kathara Line, merging into a

vertical tri-tonal flash-line of primarily Gold hue that becomes the core of
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around the fixed flash-line sequence of the Level-1 Kathara 12-Tree Central



rotating, single axis, flash-line sequences projected by each of the 12 See Crystal
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rotating, single-axis flash-line sequences from the Seed Crystal Seals cross over and
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to access the flash-line programs of the Kathara Centers and 3 Levels of
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A-Tonal Line flash-line sequence to which it corresponds. The Hova Bodies and

of electro-tonal flash-line sequences, that correspond to the Sub-Frequency within each
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the scalar-grid-flash-line sequences of the 5 Harmonic Hova Bodes- we are

and scalar wave flash-line sequences into the personal morphogenetic field, via the energetic
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result of BLOCKED FLASH-LINE SEQUENCES, portions of the scalar fields of the Unified
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the Partiki Phasing flash-line projections of the Telluric Shield, the "armature" or

the frequencies, or flash-line sequences, within the 1st, 2nd and 3rd dimensional bands,

modulated into different flash-line rhythms and sent into the Diodic Points of the
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Dimensions of Frequency/ Flash-line Sequences and 12 Dimensions of Consciousness, the
content of

Frequencies/ Partiki Phasing Flash-line Sequences of the 10th, 11th and 12th Dimensions. It

-the original Flash-line Sequences of Harmonic 4 Pre-matter Liquid Light- that
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for Health. The Flash-line Sequences of Dimension 12 can override and correct faulty

and correct faulty Flash-line Sequences that manifest as distortions within the Kathara Grid
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Points where the flash-line sequences from one Shield and its Seals cross over
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control the Horizontal Flash-lines and Level-3 Diadic Points govern Diagonal Flash-lines.

Points govern Diagonal Flash-lines. Together, the 3 levels of the Kathara Grid form
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single axis dimensional flash-line sequence. ~ The 12 Primary Axiom Line programs of

Field. The Axiom flash-lines cross over and through each other to form the

and the Horizontal flash-lines, in the Crystal Seals of the Level-2 Grid,
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rotating, single-axis flash-line sequences projected from the Seed Crystal Seals. ~ Axi-
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to block certain flash-line sequences out of the morphogenetic field and allow others

perception. ~The flash-line sequences, blocked by the Apparthi, create Gaps of Perception

and polarization of flash-line sequences that translate into a variety of identifiable
holographic
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dormant Partiki Phasing Flash-lines and activate dormant portions of the Kathara Lines in
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dimensional Partiki Phasing flash-line sequences), plus a reflection set of the frequency
spectra

any Partiki Phasing flash-line pattern from the lower dimensional fields. The ORIGINAL
PATTERN

of Partiki-Phasing flash-line sequences, within the entire Kathara Grid 12-Tree, the
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of Partiki Phasing Flash-lines - "flashing on and off" cycles of scalar

repeating sequence of Flash-lines that is part of the full cycle of the

of Frequency Band Flash-line sequences from the dimensions below, carried within the
Primary

within the Primary Flash-line sequences of the Dimensions above. HIGHER DIMENSION=
MORE FREQUENCY
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the scalar-wave flash-line sequences of dormant Kathara Centers, Kathara Lines, Crystal
Seals,

via running the Flash-line sequences of the Maharic Shield through the Level-1

the 12th_ Dimensional Flash-line sequences, via their Frequency Sub-harmonics, through the
Kathara

to REPATTERN distorted flash-line sequences within the core Holographic Template. In the
beginning
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by Repatterning its flash-line sequence program to the Maharic Shield via the Maharic

the electro-tonal flash-line sequences within the morphogenetic body and the application of
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Phasing Rhythm and Flash Line Sequence. Each individual incarnate self in time holds within

Time Vector, or Flash Line Sequence, that creates one linear Event Horizon, is literally

The Partiki Phasing Flash Line Sequence programs within the embodied Kathara Centers
manifest within
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motion called "flash-line sequences", through which continual manifestation and de-
manifestation of

repeating patterns of flash-line sequences form Frequency Bands. A Dimension is one full

repeating pattern of flash-line sequences, composed of interwoven layers of fixed scalar
waves.
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pattern of "FLASH LINE SEQUENCES", or a cycle of singular Partiki Phasing rhythms

pattern of Partiki Flash Line Sequences, or a repeating cycle of specific ratios of

it 6 smaller Flash Line Sequences that form 6 smaller cycles of time called
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of Partiki Phasing Flash-lines - "flashing on and off" cycles of scalar

repeating sequence of Flash-lines that is part of the full cycle of the

of Frequency Band Flash-line sequences from the dimensions below, carried within the
Primary

within the Primary Flash-line sequences of the Dimensions above. HIGHER DIMENSION=
MORE FREQUENCY
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distinct 3 Primary Flash Line Sequences, or Partiki Phasing Rhythms, characteristic to the 3
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points where the Flash Line Sequences (Partiki Phasing "flashing on and off"

the 3-Dimensional Flash Line Sequences where Euiago Time Cycles repeatedly pass through
each

Density levels where Flash Line Sequences repeatedly cross through each other on a
VERTICAL

Harmonic Universes, where Flash Line Sequences repeatedly cross through each other on a
HORIZONTAL
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Cycle, --" "Flash Line" Sequences Cross Through Each Other to Fonn 0 Star
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or Harmonic Universe Flash Line Sequences, each at specific rates of speed, crossing through

between the 3 Flash Line Sequences that make up a Merkaba Field reaches a

bands (additional Flash Line sequences, or additional energy with different Partiki Phasing



Rhythms.).

specific ratios of Flash Line Sequence rhythm that allow the Spherical Electromagnetic
Domain, within

the 3 interwoven Flash Line Sequences of which the Merkaba Field at the planetary
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12 configurations of Flash Line Sequence interrelationship within the Energy Matrix and
within 15-
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the next Dimensional Flash Line Sequence enters the Planetary Shield, the GRU-AL Signet
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frequencies (partial Flash Line Sequences) of the 12th Dimensional Plasma Beam (Hydro-

Shields where the Flash Line Sequences of AXIOM LINES cross through each other are
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single· axis"flash-line sequence" transmission 1 lines from the embodied Seed Crystal
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your template, your flash line sequence, your set of Christmas tree lights that is
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programs that govern Flash line Rhythm (the fixed speed and flash synchronization of

programs that govern Flash line Interface (the fixed angles at which pulses of
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distinct 3 Primary Flash Line Sequences, or Partiki Phasing Rhythms, characteristic to the 3

Page:  96

or Harmonic Universe Flash Line Sequences, each at specific rates of speed, crossing through

between the 3 Flash Line Sequences that make up a Merkaba Field reaches a

bands (additional Flash Line sequences, or additional energy with different Partiki Phasing
Rhythms.).

specific ratios of Flash Line Sequence rhythm that allow the Spherical Electromagnetic
Domain, within

the 3 interwoven Flash Line Sequences of which the Merkaba Field, at the planetary
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12 configurations of Flash Line Sequence interrelationship within the Energy Matrix and
within 15-
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the next Dimensional Flash Line Sequence enters the Planetary Shield, the GRU-AL Signet-
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frequencies (partial Flash Line Sequences) of the 12th Dimensional Plasma Beam (Hydro-

Shields where the Flash Line Sequences of AXIOM LINES cross through each other are
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around the fixed flash-line sequence of the Leve/-1 Kalhara 12-Tree Central
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PLANES The horizontal flash-lines from the Shield Nodes bend through the standing waves
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vertical 1 standing flash lines formed ~ (",_ """ by 24 LatE" Lines as
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Lines (standing flash lines) [ann by repeatlng cycles ofDenslty Shield Node Flaah
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Planes. The horizontal flash-lines from the Shield Nodes bend through the standing waves
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Lines (standing flash lines) form by repeating cycles of Density Shield Node Flash

Density Shield Node Flash Lines PassThrough created by the 5 spinning Density Shields ©
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you translate those flash-line sequences through the English language flash-line sequences
you

the English language flash-line sequences you come out with the SoundTones "Melchizedek."
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a creation of flash-lines flashing on and off. A dimension is a flash-

dimension is a flash-line sequence ... a very specific flash-line sequence that

a very specific flash-line sequence that is part of the framework that the
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ascension pattern, the flash-line sequence that allows ascension and exit from the Time
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PKA and PCM flash-line rhythms ______ _ (a) become faster (b)
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your template, your flash-line sequence, your set of Christmas tree lights that is
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are called horizontal flash-lines, as they already contain the flash-line sequencing programs

already contain the flash-line sequencing programs for the different dimensions that
determine the
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dimension represents one flash-line of Partiki, PartikA and Particum with a specific flash-

with a specific flash-line rhythm, so Dimension-1, for example, would have a

have a slower flash-line. They flash on and off slower. Dimension-2 would
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phasing, creating a flash-line sequence. This flash-line sequence in turn phases in

line sequence. This flash-line sequence in turn phases in relation to other flash-

relation to other flash-lines and it creates PKI grids. These grids in turn
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these is a flash-line sequence. It has a different pulse from the one

Page:  17

Consciousness and the Flash Lines Each dimension is like a flash line sequence with

is like a flash line sequence with a different sequence in each dimension. D-

more of the flash line sequences in our template we progressively bring more of
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turn on all flash line sequences that also form the dimensions; it is all
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Consciousness and the Flash Lines ................................ .......
....................................................................... 31 I L Stepping Down
...........................................
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energy expenditure). Faster flash-line sequences expend more energy, raise oscillation and
lower vibration

set pattern of flash-line sequences or a cycle of singular Partiki Phasing rhythms
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wave points, or flash-line sequences. Dimensions are scalar grids of consciousness composed
of

waves with varying flash-line sequences, or frequency bands. Dimensions are frequency
bands, or

Page:  15

and one dimensionalized flash-line sequence. Each seed seal program corresponds to one
dimensionalized

for one dimensionalized flash-line projection angle or single axis dimensional flash-line
sequence.

single axis dimensional flash-line sequence. The single axis dimensional flash-line sequences
controlled

single axis dimensional flash-line sequences controlled by each Seed Crystal Seal are called

represent single-axis flash-line sequences, or fixed points of conscious electrified sound, or
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The single axis flash-line sequences of the 12 Primary Axiom Lines cross over

varying angles of flash-line projection within the Axiom Lines create separate
dimensionalized bands

separate sets of flash-line sequences within the Hova Body structure. There are 3

and the horizontal flash-lines of the Seed Crystal Seals form fixed, consolidated Diodic

vertical and horizontal flash-lines, adding a further level of modulation to the frequencies



harmonic projection of flash-lines projecting on 3 different angular planes to build within

Page:  17

the transduction of flash-line sequences from the dimensionalized unified field and diodic
vortices

its single axis flash-line sequence along the angle of projection carried within its

shift in the flash-line angle of projection from one Chakra and dimensional band

shift in the flash-line projection angle between each Hova Body and between each

precise angles of flash-line projection and ARPS between Chakras create the perceivable 3-

rotating, single-axis flash-line sequences from the Seed Crystal Seals cross over and

Page:  18

Vertical Kathara Line flash-line sequence. The Central Vertical Kathara Line, which appears as

thin silver-gold flash-line of energy running from the 14th Chakra (36

rotating single axis flash-lines of Axi-A-Tonal Lines 11 and 12 spiral

thin silver-gold flash-line of the Central Vertical Kathara Line, merging into a

vertical tri-tonal flash-line of primarily gold hue that becomes the core of
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phasing, creating a flash-line sequence. This flash-line sequence in turn phases in

line sequence. This flash-line sequence in turn phases in relation to other flash-

relation to other flash-lines and it creates PKI grids. These grids in turn
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be 15 different flash-line sequences. You would have 15 different rhythms of standing
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these is a flash-line sequence. It has a different pulse from the one
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Consciousness and the Flash Lines · Each dimension is like a flash line sequence

is like a flash line sequence with a different sequence in each dimension. 0-

more of the flash-line sequences in our template we progressively bring more of
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turn on all flash line sequences that form the dimensions as they are all
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are areas where flash line sequences of different space/time locations cross through each



know that each flash line sequence represents PKI Phasing, and that they hold the

multiple levels of flash lines cross through each other, you have multiple time lines
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Flame is a flash line sequence that carries the Base Pulse Time Rhythm generated
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corresponds with faster Flash Line Rhythms which give the effect of speeding up time,
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set pattern of flash-line sequences or a cycle of singular Partiki Phasing rhythms
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and the Horizontal flash-lines in the Crystal Seals of the Level-2 Grid,
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with the frequency/flash-line sequence of the corresponding Dimension from the Harmonic
above.
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together, form "flash-line sequences". Flash-line sequences make up the structure of

flash-line sequences". Flash-line sequences make up the structure of ALL creation, ALL

Partiki Phasing or flash-line sequences that are unique to that compartment. In the

11 and 12, flash-line sequences have the qualities of higher oscillation and lower

2 and 3, flash-line sequences have the quality of! ower oscillation and higher
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characteristic quality of flash-line sequences and this results in a matter form that
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At-OneMent". The flash-line sequences within each dimension are unique to that Dimension

Phasing within these flash-line sequences have what is called a specific Angular rotation
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and Transfiguration; Time, Flash-Lines, Time-Wave Cycles, Merkabic Expansion, lnterplanea l
Merkaba, Ma-

TIME- Primal Order, Flash-Lines and Scalar Bands TIME-Waves, Cycles & Movement TIME-
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TIME, Primal Order, Flash-Lines and Scalar Bands The Morphogenetic Fields upon which
universes

pattern of "FLASH LINE SEQUENCES", or a cycle of singular Partiki Phasing rhythms,

pattern of Partiki Flash Line Sequences, or a repeating cycle of specific ratios of

it 6 smaller Flash Line Sequences forming 6 smaller cycles of time called TIME
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pattern of Partiki Flash Line Sequences. or a repeating cycle of specific ratios of

it 6 smaller Flash Line Sequences forming 6 smaller cycles of time called TIME
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larger number of Flash-Line Sequences within the Time- Wave Template and atomic
embodiment.

co-ordinates ("Flash-line Encryption" within the personal Time-Wave Scalar Template) into

to the "Flash-Line Encryption" of that Time-Vector. In organic Manifest Evolution

numerous Time-Vector Flash-Line Encryptions, thus freeing the atomic structure from its
singular
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larger number of Flash-Line Sequences within the Time- Wave Template and atomic
embodiment.
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=greater# of Flash-line Sequences & Time-Wave Encryptions Turned-On in the
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Life Force Current Flash-line Sequences inherent to its individuated Time-Wave Template
into



into a singular Flash-Line Sequence Time-Cycle Encryption. Density Integration and
Transfiguration Points
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is simply the Flash-Line Encryption (Time-Vector co-ordinates held in geleziac

on" its Template Flash-Lines/Time-Waves, builds its Merkaba Vehicle structure & steps
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and Transfiguration; Time, Flash-Lines, Time-Wave Cycles, Merkabic Expansion, lnterplaneal
Merkaba, Ma-Sha-

TIME- Primal Order, Flash-Lines and Scalar Bands TIME-Waves, Cycles & Movement TIME-
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pattern of "Flash Line Sequmces". or a swgular Partlk:a Pbaswg rhythms that
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r~atingpanem ofPartiki Flash Line Sequences <Paaiki Phasing), or a r~ating cycle
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around the fixed flash-line sequence of the u,·el-1 Kathara 1
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of Partikt Phasmg flash-line sequences within the entire Ki1bara Grid 12-Tree. (
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God Seed) The flash-line ~quences. the scalar arrangements ha\·e a

you translate those flash-line sequences through the English language flash-line sequeoces
you

the English language flash-line sequeoces you come out with the Sound-Tone "
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frsnueocv bands, or flash-lines of Partib Pbasmg that are blocked ow of tbe
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Sizutot transmits a flash-line <Partili Phasing Sequence) on different a.-<.is. one

plaoe projection of flash-line that form the base oftht 3~ Holographic Projection ~-(
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